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Of course, it's tempting to see this kind of old-fashioned biblical epic on the big screenâ€”and indeed, within that distribution. . you can expect that too. However, this is more likely to look strange
compared to how such works are implemented on television and on Internet resources like the Food Network or Granada. In the latter case, the talk about â€œpaganâ€� or â€œnon-biblicalâ€� cinema

reached the point that characters from the Bible fell into modern realities, and even appeared as policemen or political elites. This is so because, as our experience with The Lower Depths shows, even
"non-religious" or "pagan" cinematic works can include stories from the Old Testament or its apocrypha. As a result, various films based on biblical scenes, such as Stephen Claxton's "On a Bible

Theme," can be not only classic and innovative, but also heretical, religious, avant-garde, anti-extremist, and shocking at the same time.These differences are an important part of a process that can be
called "magic transcription", representing both sacred and secular history as part of a common human heritage. In the process of transferring this heritage from the sacred to the secular and from religion

to atheism, the transfer was made sequentially, alternately, but irreversibly. If the early traces of a Christian teaching or culture were included in the general context, it partly formed the basis of
subsequent work, but in addition everything happened through a magical transcranial. This map of "magic" linking modernity to more ancient time spaces is part of a vast set of important practices that

provide the organization of the space we can enter in our day. One of the main ways in which we can draw our attention to such works is that although they are part of a world that is no longer in the
West, and most likely never will be, there is also something important going on in them, a process which is based on this continuous connection between contemporary cultural and religious life. The

concepts of "magic" and "transcranial" that we use are not just metaphors that we have borrowed from other authors. The transformation of people from "religious workforce" to engineers and scientists,
and women from "declassed"
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